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dragon bound is a great read. the characters are well developed, and
the descriptions are pitch perfect. this is a book that will keep you

turning pages. i loved the way that the story moves along, and i will
definitely be looking forward to the next book in the series! kudos to
thea harrison for writing another winner! the romantic world created
by thea harrison is wonderful, and dragon bound is an excellent entry

into that world. i highly recommend this book to any dragon or
paranormal romance fan. if you have not already read dragon bound,
do yourself a favor and get to it now! dragon bound is a great read.
the characters are well developed, and the descriptions are pitch
perfect. this is a book that will keep you turning pages. i loved the

way that the story moves along, and i will definitely be looking
forward to the next book in the series! kudos to thea harrison for

writing another winner! thea harrison is one of those rare writers who
are capable of creating a fantastical world of dragons and humans
and is able to do it in a way that is both believable and engaging. if

you like paranormal romance, you will absolutely love this book! thea
harrisons new world of arthurian alpha warriors is full of action,

intrigue, and danger. its dark, its deadly, and its filled with romance
and lust. i loved this book! harrisons writing style is addictive. i
couldn't put it down. romance news.net this is a story about an
ordinary woman who has an extraordinary secret. this in itself

wouldnt normally be enough to draw in readers, but thea harrison has
a way of making you care about her characters. i really enjoyed the
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detailed description of the settings as well as the historical and
cultural information. "envy" is a wonderful story that will leave you

breathless!~ bookbub
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kathryn harrison is one of those authors who just gets it. with her
stunningly vivid characters, her powerful dialogue, and her highly
nuanced prose, she can bring a whole new world to life in a single
page. in envy she has written a story that explores the theme of
sexual jealousy and how the desire to possess someone else can

destroy you.the daughter of a famous movie star, kathryn harrison
was born in california and grew up with a loving family, but from early

on she longed for a career in film. she studied english at stanford
university and worked as a journalist before writing her first novel, the

kiss, which was published in 1991. her second novel, poison, was
published in 1995 and won the aurora award for the best first novel of
the year. her recent books include shadowed souls, poison, the lovely
bones and envy.she is a lifelong student of human behavior and the
psychology of conflict, and has attended many workshops, including
the james mckenney seminar and the aspen institute. she currently

lives in the northeast and is working on her next novel. envy is one of
the most important books kathryn harrison has ever written. it is a

book that will change the way we think about jealousy, obsession, and
hatred.envy is a story about a man who is haunted by the past and

driven by his own desires, for the woman he is married to and for the
woman he loved. envy is more than a story of sexual jealousy: it is a
story about obsession and obsession in all its forms, and what it can

do to a man. envy is about a man who is so obsessed with the woman
he loves that he will risk everything in the world to destroy her. it is a
book about a man who is a danger to himself, to his wife, and to his
lover. it is a book about the temptation of the flesh and the struggle

to resist it. it is a book about obsession and how it can change a man.
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